GARRITAN HARPS™ INSTRUMENTS

LIST OF HARPS:

SALVI PEDAL HARP 1
Keyswitch, sustain, picked, harmonics, pres de la table, damped

SAVL PEDAL HARP 2
Keyswitch, sustain, picked, harmonics, pres de la table, damped

VENUS CONCERT GRAND 1
Keyswitch, sustain, picked, harmonics, pres de la table, damped

VENUS CONCERT GRAND 2
Keyswitch, sustain, picked, harmonics, pres de la table, damped

LYON & HEALY HARP
Keyswitch, sustain, picked, harmonics

SALVI GLISS HARP 1
Sustain, picked, pres de la table

SALVI GLISS HARP 2
Sustain, pres de la table

VENUS GLISS HARP 1
Sustain

VENUS GLISS HARP 2
Sustain

LYON & HEALY GLISS HARP 1
Sustain
GARRITAN HARPS™ INSTRUMENTS

ENSEMBLE PRESETS - COMBOS:

- Cluster Harps
- In The Clouds
- Percussive Space Harps
- Ready for the Concert
- Super Wide and Soft
- Super Wide
- This Isn't a Harp
- Wall of Harps

HARP GLISSES:

Wide variety of preset glisses are provided so you do not have to individually set each pedal. These presets are organized by the tonic note of the scale or chord.

In addition, there are six special scale presets (Blues, Enigmatic, Hungarian Major, Persian, Romanian, Unrealistic) and four whole tone scales.